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Abstract — This paper presents a novel and straightforward
architecture for a batteryless sensor tag. The tag consists solely of
a 25x25 mm2 spiral antenna used for both wireless power transfer
and back telemetry (at 13.56 MHz), along with capacitors, diodes,
a transistor, and a transducer element. Due to its operation
at high frequency (HF), the proposed system can be used in
applications where the surroundings exhibit significant absorption
hindering the use of UHF tags. The proposed proof-of-concept
prototype employs a thermistor as the transducer element,
enabling temperature sensing in a range of −5 to 45 degrees
Celsius, achieving reading distances of up to 60 cm.

Keywords — temperature sensors, wireless power transfer,
wireless passive sensor, wireless monitoring, batteryless system,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely utilized across
diverse applications, including precision agriculture, industrial
automation, and digital health. The development of batteryless
devices is crucial because it enables sensor miniaturization
and extends their lifespan, overcoming the limitations imposed
by battery durability. These batteryless sensors are usually
energized and read wirelessly from a reader device that is either
battery-powered or mains-powered.

One of the most frequently monitored physical variables
by batteryless WSNs is temperature, used, for instance, to
monitor food cold chains [1], [2], bee colony health [3], animal
control [4], [5], human health monitoring [6]–[11], among
other applications. However, in most cases, and as is also
the case with this paper, the same architectures used in these
sensors to sense temperature could be repurposed to sense
another variable simply by changing the transducer element.

Batteryless sensors can be divided into two main groups:
those that use ultra high frequency (UHF) [6], [12], [13] and
achieve longer reading distances (up to some meters), and
those that use lower frequencies [2], [4], [7]–[11], [14], [15],
primarily designed for short distances (a few centimeters).
Some studies, such as [5], propose combined systems where
high frequency (HF) is utilized to transmit power to the sensor,
while UHF is employed for reading.

With regards to high-frequency systems, a reading distance
of 20 cm is achieved in [6], [13], but longer distances can
also be attained, such as in [12], where a one-meter read
distance was reported. One of the main drawbacks of these

UHF systems is that within this frequency range, absorption
and reflection are not negligible, making their use in certain
environments more complex or even unfeasible. For instance,
when aiming to communicate with a sensor implanted in a
body, buried beneath moist soil, or to sense within a beehive
containing substantial honey quantities, employing UHF poses
numerous challenges. In such scenarios, the majority of studies
opt for lower operating frequencies.

Among batteryless sensors operating at frequencies lower
than UHF, the most widely used in recent years have been
those operating at 13.56 MHz (HF) [2], [7]–[9], [14] due
to the widespread adoption of Near Field Communication
(NFC) standards and because this frequency belongs to the
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band, with worldwide
availability. For these reasons, 13.56 MHz will also be the
operating frequency used in this work.

A few minimalist architectures have been proposed [8],
[10], [11], [14] which solely rely on a temperature-sensitive
resistive element. This element’s variation is then detected
by measuring the change in impedance reflected back to the
energy transmitter (the reader). We will refer to this approach
as the analog reflected impedance method. The issue with these
architectures is that they only function at distances of a few
centimeters, as at greater distances, the variation in the reader’s
load impedance due to the sensor change is imperceptible.
Additionally, this impedance variation must be measured with
a dedicated reader, and it is not compatible with commercial
standards as NFC. Another approach to batteryless temperature
sensors involves utilizing the NFC standard, which requires a
complex circuit in the tag [2], [7], [9]. While the NFC standard
is typically used for short distances, as seen in [2], [9] (less
than 3 cm), [7] reports a system that achieves reading distances
of up to 45 cm with the aim of reading wearable sensors from
beneath a mattress. There are other examples in the literature
where complex sensors are proposed, such as the one presented
in [15], which operates at 200 MHz (Very high frequency,
VHF) and has an 8 mm reading distance. This system utilizes
an application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) that includes
rectification, voltage regulation, and all the required logic to
implement back telemetry communication.

In this paper, we propose a minimalist batteryless
temperature sensor, composed solely of a spiral receiver coil,
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the proposed sensor tag and its reader.

capacitors, diodes, a transistor, and a negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) thermistor. Using only these components,
we construct a sensor tag capable of energizing and responding
up to 60 cm in simulations, a result that is more than
competitive with the state of the art. We use a frequency of
13.56 MHz, enabling the use of this sensor in applications
where there are absorbent aqueous media, as in implantable or
wearable applications, beehive monitoring, or reading sensors
buried under moist soil, among many other applications where
the use of UHF poses challenges. Although the prototype
in this study implements a temperature sensor, the same
architecture could be used to sense other variables by changing
the transducer utilized. This paper is structured as follows:
Firstly, the main concept behind the architecture is introduced
in Section II-A. Subsequently, the circuit implementation is
described in Section II-B. Simulation results are presented in
Section III, followed by the main conclusions in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED SENSOR TAG

A. Main Idea

A block diagram of the proposed sensor is depicted in
Fig. 1 and described below. The tag reading process involves
two phases: one for energizing the tag (ϕA) by the reader,
and another for reading/response (ϕB), during which the
tag transmits the sensed temperature to the reader. This
two-phase operation is known as half duplex and is utilized
in radio frequency identification (RFID) systems like cattle
identification [16], [17]. During phase A (ϕA), an alternating
current at the carrier frequency (13.56 MHz) is generated in
the reader coil by a driving circuit. The induced voltage in
the coupled tag resonator (LT -CT ) is rectified through the
diode DS to store the received power in a tank capacitor
(CTank). Then, during phase B (ϕB), the SW4 closes and the

tank capacitor is discharged through a thermistor (RT ) and a
tunnel diode (DT ). Hence, the discharge rate will depend on
the temperature of the tag. As the discharge progresses, the
tunnel diode bias voltage is swept, causing an oscillation to
occur in the LT -CT tag resonator (at its resonant frequency,
13.56 MHz) within the range that fulfills the oscillation
condition as explained later. As a result an oscillating signal
is generated in the tag for a duration that encodes the tag’s
temperature. During this phase (ϕB), the reader senses the
induced voltage on its resonator (LR-CR) to detect the width
of the response pulse, thereby completing the reading process.

To conclude the explanation of the architecture proposed,
we delve into the oscillation condition of the tunnel diode
and how its oscillation time encodes the tag’s temperature.
The current-voltage (IDT -VDT ) curve for a tunnel diode is
represented in Fig. 2a. The circuit composed of the tunnel
diode and the tag resonator (LT -CT ) will oscillate when the
diode is biased with a voltage VDT in the negative slope region
(between the peak VP and the valley VV voltages) [18], [19].
This oscillation condition will occur for a certain period of
time while the CTank discharges, as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
Since the decay time of VTank depends on the temperature,
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Fig. 2. Tunnel diode oscillator and its temperature encoding in the pulse
width: (a) IDT -VDT curve; (b) Bias sweep during CTank discharge.



Fig. 3. Schematic of proposed bateryless sensor tag.

as it discharges through the thermistor RT , the duration for
which the diode is biased in the oscillation zone will also
depend on the tag’s temperature. This achieves an oscillation
at the resonance frequency, whose duration encodes the tag’s
temperature.

In the next section II-B, the circuit implementation
is described in detail, including the circuitry required to
implement the logic controlling SW4 in the tag.

B. Proposed Circuit

The schematic diagram of the proposed circuit is shown
in Fig. 3, detailing the values and part numbers of each
component. The additional components, in comparison to
those shown in Fig. 1, are necessary for implementing the
autonomous control logic of SW4, as explained below. The
first block, consisting of the Schottky diode DS, resistor Renv,
and capacitor Cenv, implements an envelope detector for the
received signal V T . This signal is used to control the SW4,
which is implemented by transistor M1. During phase A (ϕA),
the tank capacitor is charged from node V env. As phase B
(ϕB) begins and the reader stops sending the power-up signal,
there will be no received signal at V T , causing the envelope
signal V env to drop to zero, turning ON the PMOS transistor
M1. This will initiate the discharge of CTank through the
thermistor RT and the tunnel diode DT , as was explained in
the section II-A. The diode added in series with the tunnel
diode (DP ) is a protection diode to prevent a high reverse
voltage from occurring across the tunnel diode, which could
damage it. The zener diode (DZ, VZ = 1.8 V) was also
included for protection, limiting the voltages on the tag when
it is in close proximity to the reader.

The thermistor (RT ) was selected to have a current
consumption comparable to that of the tunnel oscillator, thus
maximizing its influence on the duration of the oscillation
(CTank discharge rate). Regarding the tag resonance, the
resonant capacitor (CT ) ideally should be 157 pF to achieve
resonance at 13.56 MHz with the tag coil (LT ). However,
its value was adjusted to take into account the parasitic
capacitance of the other components in the tag, resulting in
CT = 145 pF. The inductance and equivalent series resistance
(ESR) values of the coils used for both the reader (LR, RLR)

Fig. 4. Reader and Tag coils used in simulations.

and the tag (LT , RLT ) correspond to measured values of
actual coils, which are shown in Fig. 4 and were reported
in [20]. The current imposed on the reader coil LR meets the
safety requirements for human exposure, as analyzed in [20].

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Firstly, to showcase the intended operation of the proposed
tag, Fig. 5 presents simulation results of various signals during
the transition from phase A (ϕA) to phase B (ϕB). The signal
names depicted correspond to the labels shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 5, at the beginning of the time axis, the end of
phase A (ϕA) can be observed where 1.2 V were reached
in CTank after rectifying the signal received at the tag’s
antenna (V T ) for 4 ms. At the end of ϕA, i.e. when V T
extinguishes, the envelope signal (V env) drops, activating
transistor M1, initiating the discharge of CTank. There is
no oscillation in the first part of CTank discharge process
as it biases the tunnel diode at voltages higher than VV

(Fig. 2a). Once the bias voltage goes down and the negative
slope region is reached on the tunnel diode (between VP

and VV , Fig. 2a), oscillation is generated. Figure 6 plots the
pulse width sensed from the reader for different temperatures,
demonstrating the feasibility of deducing the tag’s temperature
from the reader. The simulations shown in both Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 were conducted at a distance of 60 cm between the reader
and the receiver, corresponding to an estimated coupling of
k = 0.32× 10−3, calculated as proposed in [21].

The proposed system is compared with the state of the art
in Table 1.



Table 1. Comparison with the state of the art.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results showing the expected operation of the proposed
architecture.

Fig. 6. Pulse width of DATA signal in the reader (Fig.3) as a function of the
tag temperature. Simulation conducted at a distance of 60 cm between reader
and tag.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of implementing a
simple architecture for a batteryless sensor tag that achieves
long distances (up to 60 cm) operating at 13.56 MHz. The
use of the tunnel diode allowed harnessing the tag resonator
to generate an oscillation from a low voltage, enabling a
straightforward circuit design. A simple envelope detector
with a transistor was sufficient to detect the end of the
tag’s energization phase and initiate its response. Although a
thermistor was used as the transducer element, it could be
replaced by another element whose resistance varies with a
different variable of interest.
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